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Dr.Riemann's ZerosAtlantic Monthly Press, 2003

	In 1859 Bernhard Riemann, a shy German mathematician, wrote an eight-page article, suggesting an answer to a problem that had long puzzled mathematicians. For the next 150 years, the world's mathematicians have longed to confirm the Riemann hypothesis. So great is the interest in its solution that in 2001, an American foundation offered a...
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Feature Extraction and Image ProcessingNewnes, 2002

	Focusing on feature extraction while also covering issues and techniques such as image acquisition, sampling theory, point operations and low-level feature extraction, the authors have a clear and coherent approach that will appeal to a wide range of students and professionals.

	

	*Ideal module text for courses in artificial...
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Develop Your Leadership Skills (Creating Success)Kogan Page, 2007
"Authoritative and wise." -- Warren Bennis "University of Southern California"     

       Best-selling author and leadership expert John Adair brings his stimulating insights into leadership into his most accessible book to date. Full of exercises and checklists, "Develop Your Leadership Skills" provides...
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From Gutenberg to Google: Electronic Representations of Literary TextsCambridge University Press, 2006

	Although this book focuses on the problems and potentials for electronic
	representations of the fundamental materials of document-based knowledge
	in literature, similar conditions obtain for representations of works
	in music, philosophy, history, the law, and religion. These fields find in
	paper documents the primary materials of...
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Async JavaScript: Build More Responsive Apps with Less CodePragmatic Bookshelf, 2012


	Originally devised to enhance web pages in Netscape 2.0, JavaScript is now

	faced with being a single-threaded language in a multimedia, multitasking,

	multicore world. Yet JavaScript has not only persevered since 1995, it’s

	thrived. One after the other, potential rivals in the browser—Flash, Silverlight,

	and Java...
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Voice-of-the-Customer Marketing: A Revolutionary 5-Step Process to Create Customers Who Care, Spend, and StayMcGraw-Hill, 2010

	Learn how you can use the revolutionary five-step marketing process that helped Microsoft, NBC Universal, and IBM achieve double-digit increases in sales.

	

	"When HP uses the Voice of the Customer methodology, our marketing campaign results improve dramatically: response rates improve 3X to 10x, sales...
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Practical Neo4jApress, 2014

	Why have developers at places like Facebook and Twitter increasingly turned to graph databases to manage their highly connected big data? The short answer is that graphs offer superior speed and flexibility to get the job done.


	
		It’s time you added skills in graph databases to your toolkit....
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Audel Electrical Course for Apprentices and Journeymen, All New Fourth EditionAudel, 2004
An apprentice electrician prepares to become a journeyman typically
during a four-year period. These four years include 2000
hours per year of on-the-job training, or a total of 8000 hours.
During off-hours an apprentice studies electrical theory, methods,
equipments, and the NEC.

My purpose in writing this book was...
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Free as in Freedom: Richard Stallman's Crusade for Free SoftwareO'Reilly, 2002
In 1984, Richard Stallman launched the GNU Project for the purpose of developing a complete UNIX-like operating system that would allow for free software use. What he developed was the GNU operating system. (GNU is a recursive acronym for "GNU's Not UNIX,'' and it is pronounced guh-NEW. Linux is a variant of the GNU operating system.) This...
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Mac OS X Panther in a NutshellO'Reilly, 2004
An instant success among newcomers, longtime Apple® fans and serious Unix® users alike, the Mac OS® X operating system combines stability, simplicity and elegance, and a stunning user interface. What more could Mac users want or need? The answer, of course, is Mac OS X Panther--a sleek and powerful overhaul of Mac OS X that promises to...
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Master VISUALLY Microsoft Windows VistaVisual, 2007
"One picture is worth a thousand words." If you prefer instructions that show you how rather than tell you why, then this intermediate to advanced level reference is for you. Hundreds of succinctly captioned, step-by-step screen shots reveal how to accomplish more than 200 Windows Vista tasks, including:
	Handling new,...
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Information Modeling: Specification and ImplementationPrentice Hall, 1993
What are computers for? What is their purpose? Suppose your life depended upon coming up with a word or phrase that most accurately summed up what computing is all about. What would your answer be?

Computing is concerned with taking the interesting things out of life and representing them somehow. It is all about modeling. Everything...
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